Abstract: How to filter noises in the noisy gene networks by systematic control strategies and biological techniques are attractive issues to engineers and biologists. However, the internal states of most biological systems might not be directly accessible. One may only estimate the internal unmeasurable states from the measuring output. At present, the green fluorescent protein (GFP), which is a reporter protein, has been used to reflect the reaction's intensity of the gene networks. Here, a robust estimator for state estimation of a class of noisy nonlinear gene networks with uncertain process noise is presented. Quantitative analysis of the estimation performance and stability is conducted. In silico simulations for a real gene network is given to confirm the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models (Karlebach and Shamir, 2008) describing behavior of the biological systems can be classified into two major categories: logical model in the discrete-time domain and differential equation set in the continuous-time domain. Different from the deterministic case, biochemical networks of the real biological systems are generally non-ideal and are invariably noisy. For modeling accuracy, the influence resulting from noise contamination should not be ignored. In general, molecular noises involve intrinsic noises resulting from molecular birth and death and extrinsic noises due to environmental influences such as changes in temperature, PH or levels of nutrients (McAdams and Arkin, 1997; Paulsson, 2004) .
Noises may affect the quantitative and qualitative of biological systems. At present, the biological experiments show that one can regulate the binding sites to control the expression of gene networks (Chen et al., 2009) . Nonlinear feedback control methods were also applied to regulate the steady state of biological systems in (Rao et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2009) . Other issues received increasing attention for noisy biological systems are development of control strategies while ensuring robust stability and filtering ability. In (Chen and Wang, 2006) , a robust filtering circuit design has been developed by regulating kinetic parameters.
Before performing the feedback control methods mentioned above, the biological state information should all be available. However, mostly, the internal states of that kind of systems can only be observed partially. Under the situation, a state estimator is appropriate to reconstruct the full states especially in the noisy environment. The Kalman filter (KF) (Grewal and Andrews, 2001 ) is one for the purpose in the filed of engineering for decades. However, applications of the extended KF (EKF) in state estimation of nonlinear biochemical networks are rarely found (Lillacci and Valigi, 2008) . Until recently, it was attempted to estimate parameters of nonlinear dynamic gene regulatory networks (Wang et al., 2009) . Moreover, a state estimator was actually implemented based on the fluorescence probe model, a dynamic state model of the plant cell bioreactor, and online GFP fluorescence measurement (Su et al., 2005) .
While there were a few papers dealing with the issue of state estimation for biological networks, most approaches were based on the traditional Kalman filtering theory which assumed that the noise covariances including the process noise and measurement noise have been known as a priori (Su et al., 2005) . The KF has been shown to present the optimal state estimation against noise with Gaussian distributions. However, in that kind of systems, the noise distribution may not be Gaussian, its autocorrelations may not be known exactly, or even uneasily to be precisely modeled (McAdams and Arkin, 1997; Paulsson, 2004) . In (Chuang and Lin, 2010) , a robust EKF has recently been proposed to deal with the issue of state and parameter estimation for a class of gene network systems with noises. This paper develops robust estimator design to a general class of perturbed gene networks with uncertain multiple intrinsic noise sources. Quantitative error analysis for that kind of systems is presented based on the Ito derivates and Lyapunov stability theory. In silico experiments have been conducted to verify the theoretical results obtained.
METHODS
To clarify the notation, let the vector norm of the vector n x R  , denoted by x , be defined as 
Problem Description
For description of the problem, consider first a noisy nonlinear synthetic gene network of a cascade loop of transcriptional inhibitions built in E. coli with four genes ( , , tetR lacI cI and eyfp ), three repressor proteins (TetR, LacI, CI), the fluorescent protein EYFP as the output, and aTc (anhydrotetracycline) as the input to the system. The fluorescence of the system resulting from EYFP is the only measured output and other gene products , , tetR lacI cI are not accessible. By considering the disturbance effect the dynamic response of the system can be described by the following equation and illustrated as in Fig. 1 (Chen et al., 2009) : A more general perturbative gene network is described by the following nonlinear stochastic differential equation (Chen and Wang, 2006) :
where M represents the number of intrinsic noise sources, ( ) d u denotes the input function to the synthetic gene network,
and the measurement model is given by
where   
and
where the noise uncertainties satisfy problem, the input term ( ) d u will not bring in much technical difficulty. Therefore, this term will be ignored in the remaining development.
Estimator Design
Our objective here is to design an estimator which has the following form to estimate the internal states and filter noises (Grewal and Andrews, 2001 ): Let the estimation error state      
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The augmented system can be constructed as
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where the partial derivative matrices evaluated at the estimated state are defined as
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For the extended KF design, consider the nominal case with the linearization error ignored then the system becomes 
Following the results obtained in by Poor and Looze (1981) 
T K t t H R I
As it can be observed from (18) that the magnitude of the Kalman gain   K t is closely related to the amount of measurement noise reflected by the size of 0 R and the extent of the uncertain noise covariance specified by 2  .
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, two performance analyses are derived. One is to quantify the upper bound of estimation error and other one is to analyze the stability condition of the noisy gene network.
Condition Governing Convergence of The Estimation Error
This section intends to quantify the upper bound of estimation error and state response by applying the BellmanGronwall inequality.
From (14), the solution   t  is given by
where  
At t e  
. It follows that
with   tr  denoting the trace operation.
Reasonably suppose for the biological systems that the linearized matrix F is Hurwitz, and by nominal estimator design, F KH  should be a stable matrix with desired eigenvalues which specify the desired convergent speed of the estimation error. Hence, there exist positive constants m , 1 m and  such that
To proceed, consider
Taking norms on both sides of (19) gives 
Clearly, if the following inequality is satisfied
From the inequality (23), it can be found that convergence of the estimation error is governed by the constant  which reflects the total amount of the intrinsic noises   However, the condition is independent of the extrinsic noise and measurement noise. It can also be seen from (24) that the estimation error is closely related to the upper bounds of the uncertain process noise and uncertain measurement noise. The estimation error increases while there are larger uncertainties.
Lyapunov Stability Analysis
This section proceeds to analyze stability of the noisy gene system based on the Ito Lemma and Lyapunov stability theory. A stability condition is derived to fit Definition 1.
To proceed, first choose a Lyapunov candidate function as 
